
Assistant Stage Manager (ASM) 
This production will require TWO PSMs. 
REPORTS TO: Production Stage Manager 
 
Requirements:  This is a leadership position and requires at least one year on technical crew.  ASM should be organized, 
punctual, and hardworking.  This position allows students to build communication and leadership skills by working closely 
with the PSM, tech crew, actors, and directors to insure the production's success.  

 
Pre-Production Responsibilities 

★ Meet with PSM to determine delegation of responsibilities among ASMs and to Production Assistants 
○The two ASMs are allowed to split the below responsibilities as agreed upon between them and approved 

by the PSM.  
★ Help PSM tape floorplan on stage, number stage, and pull rehearsal furniture 

 
Rehearsal Process 

★ Attend Crew Head meetings weekly to assure all crews are on task and working collaboratively to create the vision 
of the production.  These meetings will determine each crew’s meeting schedule for the following week. 

★ At least one ASM must be at ALL rehearsals, unless otherwise instructed by PSM 
★ Prior to actors’ rehearsal, sweep stage and setup furniture, set pieces, and props 
★ Contact late or absent cast and crew members 
★ Be “on book” to prompt actors 
★ Records blocking and ensures all cast members stay on script, have props, and follow blocking  and give to PSM for 

their rehearsal report 
★ Train Production Assistants (PAs) on the responsibilities they will have during show (running crew, follow spot, 

mics) 
★ Assign tasks to PAs to complete during rehearsal process 
★ Assign PAs to tasks to complete during tech week and production 
★ Attend weekend and vacation construction and/or painting sessions as requested by PSM or technical director. 
★ Maintain records of PAs work during construction and/or painting sessions and bring it to PSMs attention if there 

ae PAs not contributing to this essential production task. 
 
Tech Week and Production Responsibilities 

★ Arrive early to make sure all backstage crew are signed in and preparing for show 
★ Be aware of when House Manager has opened the house and keep all backstage crew backstage when the house is 

open 
★ Run backstage crew (one on stage left & one on stage right) 
★ Problem solve and troubleshoot with PSM if problems arise mid-show 
★ Check out all backstage crew after their area is clean/shut down 

 
 

There may be other tasks and responsibilities required.  The Assistant Stage Managers are required to do any task (within 
reason) as requested by their immediate supervisor [PSM].  

 
 


